
DENON AVRX1800H 7.2 Ch. AV
Amplifier, Black

SKU: IT65900

€799.00

Specifications

Technical Specifications
Number of power amps: 7
Power Comsumption: 430 Watt
Power output: 80 Watt per channel
: 120 Watt per channel
: 175 Watt per channel
Dolby TrueHD/ Dolby Atmos: Support
System remote control: RC-1257

General Specifications
Compatible with remote control: Denon AVR Remote smart phone app
Automatic speaker adjustment from the microphone: Audyssey MultEQ XT, which



measures all home cinema speakers
: Adjusts the AV receiver to provide the smoothest, most optimal overall listening
experience for your room
Front display: 1-line FLD
GUI languages: English, Japanese, French
Dolby Atmos: Upgrade your home cinema with a 5.1.2 speaker setup to unleash
a fully immersive 3D audio experience from Dolby Atmos content
Dolby Surround: Engages all speakers to create 3D audio sensations from older
content
Dolby Atmos Height Virtualization Technology: creates the feeling of sound from
above
DTS:X :Immersive DTS:X audio content places sound where it would naturally
occur in the room, creating vivid, multidimensional sound
HDMI connectivity with ARC/eARC: Supports the latest technology on all HDMI
inputs and outputs
8K/HDCP 2.3: Enjoy perfect 8K picture quality on your 8K TV or projector
: Supports both 8K pass-through and 8K upscaling of 4K content
Brilliant colours from HDR 10+: Supports HDR (High Dynamic Range), HLG
(Hybrid Log Gamma), as well as Dynamic HDR and HDR10+ pass-through
Dolby Vision: Dolby Vision is a stunning HDR imaging technology that brings
exceptional colour, contrast and brightness to the screen
Next generation game: Supports variable refresh rate (VRR), fast frame transfer
(QFT), automatic low latency mode (ALLM) for smooth, lag-free gaming
experience
Tip: Must be connected to compatible gaming devices
HEOS® technology: with HEOS technology your AV receiver can stream music
wirelessly to HEOS-compatible components from a variety of free and premium
streaming services
AirPlay 2 and Apple Siri voice control: via AirPlay 2 to wirelessly stream Apple
music to your AV receiver or group with other AirPlay-compatible speakers to fill
your home with music
Works with Amazon Alexa: Control your AV hands-free receiver with Amazon
Alexa and your voice, adjust the volume, move on to the next track, change the
inputs for the various media players
Google Assistant: Control volume, play, pause, skip tracks, mute and unmute
High resolution audio support: Enjoy exceptional audio fidelity with your favorite
high-resolution audio tracks
: Play HD audio tracks from a USB drive or other connected drives over a network
or from Amazon Music HD with a subscription. Conventional MP3 and WMA files
are also supported



Bluetooth audio transmitter: connect your favourite Bluetooth headphones to the
AV receiver to keep listening to your favourite music, movies or TV programmes
at night
By connecting a pair of speakers in a second room to the AV receiver, it is
possible to enjoy 5.1 channel surround sound in the main room and a separate
source or music stream in the second room

Connectivity
Bluetooth
Wi-fi
HDMI in x6
HDMI out x1
Optical x1
Analog in x2

Dimensions & Weight
Dimensions (HxWxD): 8.5 x 17.1 x 13.3
Weight: 8.6 kg


